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bo considered a doctrine seriously held by hin. Prior to that con

sideration is the neod to attempt a clear statement of tho doctrine*s 

nooning. If the latter effort is successful, we shall be in a posi

tion to determine tho bearing of this doctrine on Kierkegaard’s 

viewpoint in general, and hence whether or not it is an essential 

aspect of his thought.

Kierkegaard is known as the father of existentialism, a kind of 
philosophic thought which curries forward one aspect of tho mtaphysic 

of Augustine, who wrote:
"I an and know and will; I an knowing and willing; I know myself to 
be and to.will; I will to bo and to know”.*

Auden, "A Preface to Kierkegaard”, Hew Republic, 
llay 15, 1944, p. 683.

* Cited by Y?.H.



$pciB;tential thought begino with the subject, not with tho object, with 

m n ’s iEsnodiato cxperionco as a being in need, interested, whoso ex

istence is at stoke. It emphasises the idea that will and reason aro 

inseparable. Man’s life is lived in a state of anxiety, an aspect of 

existentialist thought closely allied with soms trends in depth psy

chology. He is anxious over himself in time, —  in relation to his 

past, his earthly future, and in relation to eternity and God. 

Existential thought m y  be theistic or atheistic. In oitker case, 

anxiety is conceived of as the fundemontal psychological state of man.

Man must make choices through his power of will. But ho cannot 

bo certain of any outcome, nor can he undo any consequences. His 

quest for certainty may lead him to construct its illusion out of the 

individual passion of his immediate moods. In that case he lives on 

the level of tho Aesthetic. He nay build sudi an illusory certitude 

out of the universal abstractions of his intellect, in which case 

ho lives on the level of tho Ethical. But he cannot build his life 

on either without excluding tho other. Hor, as a result of tho prac

tical consequences ef his nature, can he successfully eliminate 

either. It is at this point that the atheistic existentialist is 

left in his anxiety.

There is an absolute disjunctive between the Aesthetic and the 

Ethical. Only the believer has the ability of making this choice, 

not between good and evil, but "tho choice whereby one chooses good *

— 2 —

* "A Kierkegaard Anthology", edited by Robert Bretall, p. 107.
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This choice can bo made only through tho category of religious Faith, 

which transcends both the Aesthetic and the Ethical. . _

With tho three realms in mind we now seek to understand the 

teleological suspension of tho ethical by defining its several terras.

By teleological 3.K. neons what is customarily implied in that, word, 

pertaining to purposes, final causes, or values. Tho word translated 

as nsuspension* is explained by Payne as moaning "overstepped”.* By 

Lowrle it is defined as "abandoned".** In his introduction to "In

Vino Veritasi A Recollection", token from "Stages on Life’s ’Jay",

Robert Bretall gives a third explanation of the meaning of the divi

sion between the realms when he states: "the aesthetic has not to W

power of ...
that it must cease to be tho end 

„*** The ethical is the

generalized sphere of life in which ethics is the predominant inter

est. For Kierkegaard ethics is universal, applicable to all men at

all timas. **** It is also formal in contradistinction to teleologi

cal. Tho thing that matters ethically is the integrity of personal

ity, the inner consistency with which choice Is made in response to 

the imperatives of duty. *****

$
**
***
****

"Fear and Trembling", trims, by Robert Payne, p. 83
"Fear and Trembling", trans. by Walter Lowrle, p. 80
"A Kierkegaard Anthology", ed. by Robert Bretall, p. 174 
"Fear and Trembling", trans. by Robert Payne, p. 75

***** Koto the extreme statement of formal ethics in the follow
ing quotation from "Elther/Or" as cited by Bretall in "A 

Kierkegaard Anthology", p 106: "I should like to say that in making
a choice it is not so much a question of choosing tho right as of the 
energy, the earnestness, the pathos with which one chooses. Thereby 
tho personality announces its inner infinity, and thereby, in tera, 
the personality is consolidated.. • • As soon as one cun get a nan to 
stand at the crossroads in such a position that there is no recourse 
but to choose, ho will choose the right."



Tie m y  then cay that by tho teleological suspenaioa of the

ethical we m a n  the overstepping* o r  at least the dethronement, of
the Inner response to duty which is universally binding in favor of

a purpose which is outside and higher than the ethical.

Given tho foregoing assumptions the teleological suspension of

tho ethical becomes tho necessary boundary forever separating the

ethical from the religious aspects of life. As 3.K. himself tells

us: Tho story of Abraham then involves a teleological suspension
of ethics.” (translated by Lowrie "the ethical*). "As the Individ
ual he has become superior to the universal. This is the paradox 
which cannot be mediated." * Shea the religious man makes the

movement of faith he enters into the highest realm among the several
stages on life’s way. The teleological suspension of the ethical is

The doctrino is thus seen as y, given the

©f life which

is

ft* the ethical is above tho aesthetic. Tie are nm 

whether this was tho viewpoint of Kierkegaard, in

and Trembling bears the pseudonym Johannes do Silentio, In The 

Point of View For Ky Work As An Author S.K. makes clear that from 

the very start his dominant interest was religious. "The religious

was evidently

*

**
#

"A Kierkegaard Anthology”, p. 325.
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an Old Tootonont story, treated as a myth, end is thus of pre-

Christian significance in the evolution of faith among men. Moreover,

the author states that he admires Abraham as the father of faith, but

that ho cannot imitate him, cannot himself make the movement of faith.

The work is signed by a pen name, not because S.K, was ever to abjure

the teleological suspension of the ethical, which is essential to his

whole religious viewpoint, but because Fear end Trembling was meant

to mark a certain phase in the presentation of his religious position.

As he explains in The Point of View For My Work As An Author,

"From now on, that is, as early as the publication of Fear and Trem
bling. the serious observer who himself disposes of religious pre
suppositions, the serious observer to whom it is passible to make 
oneself intelligible at a distance, and to wham one can talk in 
silence (cf. the pseudonym Johannes —  de Silentio) was in a posi
tion to discern that this, after all, was a very singular sort of 
aesthetic production." *

Very singular, indeed. The teleological suspension of the ethical 

was necessary to Kierkegaard*s religious viewpoint, and his religious 

viewpoint was the master theme of all his work, culminating in var

ious edifying discourses and works of lovo which tear his own nemo 

as author.

Since tho teleological suspension of the ethical is the main 

thesis of Fear and Trembling, a work which utilises the story of 

Abraham and Isaac la the twenty-second chapter of Genesis as its 

foundation, it m y  be well to continue this Introduction with a 

further discussion of tho contents of that work. The moving narra

tive about the patriarch and his son has boon the subject of much

# Ibid, p. 330



exegoaio in tho literature of Judalsn, Christianity, and other sources. 

The historic::!, ethical, end religious problems raised by Kierkegaard’s 

use of the biblical narrative constitute tho subject mttor of this 

dissertation. 'r; ’ 7: :; s

In the profaco to Four end Trembling tiio psoudon^Tzous author 

satirises both those facilo thinkers tiho succood in .doubting overythlng 

without the intellectual labor necessary for arriving nt-sr thorough' ’ 

Goins skepticism, as noil oo tho Hegolions, uhosc system coos boyond 

faith and purports? to be complete. Even a rationalist like Doscartos 

professed to accept the truths of divine revolution and did not pre- 

sum to toll others hou to think* but sought moroly to recount his o m  

method. As for the "s^ton" de Silentio says that ho does not under

stand it, will have no part of it, that it will novor be a fine tower.

Following after the preface are four short, beautifully written 

expositions on tho story contained in the twenty-second chapter of 

Genesis. I append tho text of this chapter, verses one through nine

teen, as given in tho translation of the Jewish Publication Society of 

Anorica version of the Hebrew Bible. *

There follows a passage entitled “In Praise of Abraham"; Here 

the author praises Abraham as tho supremo example of a man of faith.

By faith Abraham left his home to sot out for a new land. By faith 

ho accepted the promise that in their old ago Sara and ho would be 

blessed by a son through whom the blessing would continue." His faith

See Appendix
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m #  faith in this life, not merely in a life to come. Then came the 

trial. Everything was to be annihilated at God's command and through 

the agency of Abraham's,own hand. He accepted even this trial with 

faith, Be answered clearly* "Here am I*. He told no one, rose up

hesitated nor doubted. He had to draw the knife to sacrifice his 

son before he could keep his 

the impossible, the

In a hundred and thit-tv jreeure *»*-«***«* Hewer neuu uegrvww J.AJ.M*.

tbrahaa*. .ction is •xpr.ss.d ms . dssiM to murder lease. The 

religious expression for the same act is sacrifice. It is with a 

feeling of dread that we contemplate the passage from murder in an 

ethical sense to religious sacrifice. Abraham effected the movement 

from the ethical to the religious by means of faith, which Kierkegaard 

regards as the highest of all things. Nor is Abraham as the knight of 

falthto be confused with a knight of infinite resignation. Infinite 

resignation must precede faith but it is not the same as faith.

Through Infinite resignation we become conscious of our eternal worth. 

We gain absolutely nothing beyond that except through faith.

and through the case of a man who loved a princess, renounced the love, 

became reconciled in suffering, and then by virtue of the absurd still



—  s

believed that he would come to marry her.* It was a paradox which 

transformed murder into a holy act, a paradox whereby Isaac is re

turned to Abraham, a paradox to be understood only by faith which 

begins where rational thought leaves off.**

the first of the three problems next dealt with is t can there 

be a teleological suspension of the ethical? The answer is In the 

affirmative. Suffering begets distress, sacrifice evokes dread, 

faith culminates in the paradox. The universal ethical relationship 

is suspended. The individual-hscoaes superior to the universal by 

rising above it to an absolute relation to the absolute.*** Thus

into absolute relationship with the mbjsoluts. The faith which 

makes this possible is a miracle. It cannot be understood. It is 

a passion and no man is excluded from it.****

The second problem can be stated in the form of the question:

quotes W e e  24:26, "If any man corns to me and hate not hie father 
and mother, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be #y disciple."

The author interprets this literally and assumes that there is an

absolute duty to God which suspends other duties which are normal

in the universal ethical sphere. The absolute duty to God is the

# "Kierkegaard", Walter Lowrie, pp. 203, 209, 255-56.
## "Fear and Trembling", p. 74*
##* Ibid, p. 78
*### IMd, p. 96
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paradox already described, that the individual as the Individual is 

superior to the universal and as the individual stands in an absolute 

relation to the absolute.

the final problem is: was there an ethical justification for

moved in the religious sphere. He believed by virtue of the absurd. 

Therefore, he could not speak. He did what had to be done by the 

movement of faith. As individual he rose above the universal and 

stood in an absolute relation to the absolute. %  faith Isaac was 

returned to Abraham. While ethically Abraham should have spoken, 

religiously there were no words in which to speak of this paradox.

The brief epilogue to the work again satirises those who always 

seek to go further. Faith, it is maintained, is the highest passion 

of mankind.* On# does not, therefore, seek to go beyond faith. If 

one has attained it, he stays within faith, making its movements 

every moment of life.

works of Kierkegaard. It is an ethical work in the sense that it 

deals with the problems of the relation between ethics and religious

Abraham*# silence

the aesthetic and religious

* Ibid, P. 185
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faith. The pseudonymus author admires Abraham but cannot understand 

him. He appreciates the movement of faith whereby Abraham, after 

resigning what was dearest to him, retrieves it. Bat he feels that

Before proceeding with an historical, ethical, and religious 

critique of this position, which separates ethics and religion, set

ting up an absolute disjunctive between religious faith and ethical 

works, I conclude this introduction by alluding to the fact that 

Kierkegaard has exercised a profound influence on Christian thought''".'-5-.' - - ' ' ' *

a philosophy of religion on a truly noble scale, a phil

osophy which is an attempt to reach an 

Christian belief in revelation and

p. 51.
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Historical and Critical Approach to Genesis 22 $1-19

God in the life of a particular individual. It is true that the 

narrative in question la a part of the anthology of ancient Israel. 

Unless motivated by the desire to defend orthodox religious concepts 

concerning the revelation of torch* at one tine as a unified body of

ever, this story is still a ayth reflecting the ethical end religious 

Ideas of a certain epoch in the evolving history of Israel. It ie 

my aim to shoe that the story, when evaluated in terms of its actual 

historical context, was written with a purpose diametrically opposed

to the use which Kierkegaard makes of it.

Ke do know that Abraham was a proper name in use in very early times. 

It was not necessarily a group name given to certain clans or tribes. 

The name Abraham has been found on Babylonian clay tablets dating

* In its most precise usage torch means teaching as comprised 
in the first five books of the Bible.



from about 2320 B.C.X* A data prior to 2000 B.C.E. would accord well 
with biblical chronology as the period of the patriarchs.

More pertinent than attempting to fix the data of Abraham is the 

question of when the narrative with which we are concerned was composed. 

From a traditional viewpoint the entire torch was revealed at Mt. Sinai 

following the exodus from Egypt and prior to the entrance into Canaan 

under Joshua. This would set the origin of the narrative in the fif

teenth or thirteenth century B.C.E., depending upon which of two pos

sible chronologies is followed.

The results of detailed studies by critical scholars yield the 

certain conclusion that the torah is by no means a highly unified 

body of material, revealed at one time, in one place, and handed down 

by the one man, Moses, the recipient of the revelation. There are 

several well defined strands in the pattern of these bodes, and several 

less well defined, all of them reworked and edited in an effort at 

harmonisation by later scribes. Some of the material shews the mark 

of great antiquity; other elements reflect exilic and even poet-exilic 

authorship and editing. The four largest and most clearly defined 

traditions which have been incorporated in the pentateuch are known as 

J, a product of the southern kingdom in the time of the divided mon

archy; E, a northern counterpart composed a little later; D, the basis 

of Deuteronomy, published in 621 B.C.E.; and P, a priestly document

The ethical and religious problems raised by our narrative, and

the use made of it by Kierkegaard, will be more readily evaluated if



ne can arrive at an approximate date for its composition. Fortunately, 

this can be done with a fair degree of precision. Scholars are agreed 

in ascribing Genesis 22:1-14,19 to the JELohlat code, a product of the 

northern kingdom, composed about 750 B.C.B.* The intervening verses,

15-18, are considered as the work of the later JB editors, who sought

mony. This editorial task was completed between 750 and 621, the 

date of the publication of Deuteronomy.** We are thus dealing with a 

document composed in all its essential parts in the middle or late 

years of the eighth century B.C.B. It should be of interest to note 

what was the attitude of the Hebrew people and their leaders towards 

sacrifice, and especially towards human sacrifice, at that time. From 

this knowledge we may expect to gain insight Into the real purpose 

behind the composition of this moving narrative.

The rite of sacrifice as a mode of worship was very common in 

ancient times.*** Whole chapters of biblical legislation are given 

over to recounting the rules and prescribing the forms of various sac

rifices. The priestly code, a late portion of the pentateuch> is es

pecially concerned about proper sacrificial procedure, liny chapters 

of the book of Leviticus are devoted to such exposition. <

There can be no doubt that human sacrifice, especially of children.

* *A Critical and Bxegefcieal Commentary on Genesis*, John Skinner, 
HV, L1X. Also "The Sources of the Hexateuch", I.S. Brlgbtean, 

pp. 119, 126.

** Op. Git. in Skinner.

*** “The Book of Genesis," S.R. Driver, p. 221.



aaongh the neighbors of Israel during the time of the king- 

Thus in II Kings 3 $2? the king of Moab is described as offering 

tap his eldest son as a burnt-offerning in a time of military adversity.

In the same
: . ■' ’ .

have "burnt

m

# 17# verse 31, the Sepharvites are said to 

to the gods of Sephardim.
13:12-15 tie have legislation pertaining to the funds- 

mental law that all first born males belong to the deity. In this case, 

however, the law provides that the first b o m  male children shall be

not fit in with the

the deity in place of

material. In this passage cir-

as a substitute sacrifice which appeases
;*•« r : y - - : ' '. .■■■ -

Ilfs*  ̂ ;
. - '

- . --. . .  . - : . , : .  . - . .

16:3 as practicing child sacrifice by cremation. It is possible that
- ./ \ -: ' , .. . - .. - - ' - ,

m e  of the first Judean leaders to introduce the Syrian cuato
. - - . - . - ' - r - - y.y_'-: - .- / : u* ' - -; ' " - . ''

of human sacrifice to
T- ,

a vow or pledge.* The activities of a
- ' j  M*- -y

described in II Kings 21:2-7-
. •■■ ■

1 '.L %

rifioe.

* "Archaeology and the Religion of Israel”, William Foxwell Albright,
P# 163.



taken over from neighboring nations and was being practiced, to what 
extent we cannot say, in ancient Israel, at the very time which saw the 

composition of the narrative in Genesis, chapter 22.

Thinking of Abraham as the character in the dramatic story upon

lived in the eighth century we may agree with James Hastings’

"He lived not only in an age when such sacrifices were common, but 
also in an age in which the rights of the individual were much less

for instance, for the family of a criminal to be punished with him, 
and when also a father's power over a son was far more absolute than

to which Abraham was accustomed as it would shock ours. It would not 
be out of harmony with what he might suppose could be reasonably de-

Having cited example# of the sacrificial cult as developed in 

ancient Israel, even including the introduction of the foreign abomina

tion of human sacrifice, we must emphasize the fact that the most sig- 

nificant thing about sacrifice In the Hebrew Bible is the attitude of 

courageous, adamant opposition to it voiced by the prophets of Israel. 

Many of the greatest passages in the entire testament are those in 

which the prophets inveigh against the sacrificial cult and all that 

it stood for in the popular religion of the times. There are many 

references which could be cited. I shall refer here only to the follow

ing three, starting with Amos 5 $21-24. Speaking in the name of God,

a character who

estimate ef the

clearly recognized

it is now The moral standard



X

Amos says* . • • • ”

"1 bate, 1 despise your feasts.
And I sill take no delight in your solemn assemblies.
lea, though ye offer me burnt-offerings and your meal-offerings,
I will not accept them;
Meither sill 1 regard the peace-offerings of your fat beasts;
Take thou away from the noise of thy songs;
And let Mb not hear the melody of thy psalteries.
But let Justice well up as waters, and righteousness as a 

mighty stream.8

Amosf, lived and preached prior to the cosposition of the narrative 

in Genesis, chapter 22. The prophet ittcah lived shortly thereafter. 

Following is the gist of his reaction to the official religion of hie 

time as stated in the sixth chapter of his book, verses six through 

eight:
"Wherewith shall I cose before the Lord,
And bow agrself before God on high?
Shall 1 come before Him with burnt-offerings.
Kith calves of a year old?
Will the Lord be pleased with thousands of rams.
With ten thousands of rivers of oil?
Shall 1 give ay first-born for sy transgression.
The fruit of sy body for the sin of sy soul?
It hath been told thee, 0 man, what la good.
And what the Lord doth require of thee:
Only to do Justly, and to love mercy, and to walk 

huably with thy God."

like the prophets who preceded him, Jeremiah opposed sacrifice aa 
a mode of worship. In the nineteenth chapter of his book, verses three 
through five, he has this to say:
“Behold, I will bring evil upon this place, which whosoever beareth, 
his ears shall tingle: because they have forsaken He* end have estranged 
this place, ami have offered in it unto other gods, whom neither they 
nor their fathers have know, nor the kings of Judah; and have filled 
this place with the blood of innocents; and have built the high places 
of Baal, to b u m  their sons in the fire for bumt-offerings unto Baal; 
which I commanded not, nor spoke it, neither came it into My mind."
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The passages quoted are an epitome of the prophetic message with 

lie attack on sacrifice and social Injustice and the parallel insistence 

ob the practice of justice, righteousness, and mercy as the only true 

mode of divine worship. The prophetic party was partially successful 

in modifying the moral and religious standards of the nation. The book 

of Deuteronomy, a product of prophetic influence, was promulgated as a 

compromise measure between popular and prophetic ideas of religion.

Through confining the practice of sacrifice to the central sanctuary 

in Jerusalem by law, the prophetic party was able to mitigate many of 

the evils which went with it. Knowing the attitude of the prophets 

towards sacrifice in gensrel we may be sure that we understand their 

reaction to its most extreme form, that of human sacrifice* The prophetic 

attitude in this regard has already been eet forth in passages quoted 

from Micah and Jeremiah. The prophets of Israel were violently opposed 

to what they construed as the most hideous of all heathen abominations $ 

the practice of human sacrifice in the effort to appease an angry deity.

We know that sacrifice was common in the ancient world, including 

the Hebrew nation. We also know that child sacrifice was introduced 

into ancient Israel at about the time of the composition of Genesis, 

chapter 22. We know further that there was a large and influential 

Dartv in Israel which stood In stringent ODDositlon to sacrifice in 

general and to human sacrifice in particular. We are also aware of the 

fast that this party was partially successful, although not entirely so, 

in the efforts of its leaders to elevate the ethidal and religious 

life of the nation. Coming back to the story which utilizes Abraham
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as its chief character let us recall that by far the most significant 

factor In the story, indeed its very climax, is the strange fact that 

in the end the sacrifice so diligently prepared is nolb exacted. View

ing this narrative in the light of its historical setting we can draw
' . , ..... ■ . ■-

statement of S.R. Driver,

•ehitiLarly commentary on the first volume of the Bibles

"This shewed, once for all, clearly and unmistakably, that in contrast 
to what was imagined of the heathen deities worshipped by Israel's 
neighbors, the Mod of Israel did not demand human sacrifices of his 
worshippers*... • On the one hand it teaches the value aet by God upon 
the surrender of self, and obedience; on the other it demonstrates, 
by a signal example, the moral superiority of Jehovah's religion 
above the religions of Israel's neighbors.# *

The prophetic spirit spread beyond the boundaries of Palestine.

At a later date we observe in the closing lines of Euripides'

of
,

P. 332.
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device of the substitutive animal.* Euripides, died in 406 B.C.B. 

and the conclusion of the drama may have been composed even later. 

It still exhibits, however, the prophetic attitude towards human

Though sacrifice was common practice in the ancient world, and 
although the sacrifice was &ot exacted of Abraham, those who seek to 

abstract the teleological suspension of the ethical from the story 

of the patriarch will point out that at least it must have seemed to 

Abraham that God demanded this sacrifice from him. To this one may 

reply that just as Kierkegaard utilizes Abraham as a mythological 
character to illustrate his doctrine of the teleological suspension 
of the ethical, so may we regard Abraham as a mythological character, 

but as a character utilized by the very author of the piece in keep

ing with the spirit of the age in which he lived and the party of 

which he formed a part. And for what purposed was Abraham cast la 

mythological role? Not to serve as vehicle for the theory of a 

nineteenth century Danish theologian, but to show forth the prophetic 

opposition to a blasphemous practice, and to underscore the fact 

that God's will is progressively revealed and always in the direction 
of an expanding, higher ethic for human governance. We are in

* Calchas says: "Chiefs of this common host of Achaeans, do
you see this victim which the Goddess has laid before her 
altar, this deer of the hills? More acceptable than the maid 
by far she welcomes this offering, that she may not stain her 
altar by noble blood;" lohlgenla At Anils, Euripides, trans

lated by Hadas and McLean, Dial ftress, 1936.
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agreement with Theodor Haecker when he writes*
“From a religious and Christian standpoint it was neither right nor 
praiseworthy of Kierkegaard to tear Abraham from hie historic con
text and not to say, for example, that in those times a father had 
power of life and death over his son, eo that even had God required 
the sacrifice of Isaac, Abraham would not have transgressed the law 
or the ethos of his age." *
T® which we would add merely that it was also not right to ignore 

the truth which the prophetic author had in mind: that God did not
demand and would not accept the sacrifice. Viewed historically, the

; . ' - : ■ . - ' ' ' .- ' ; - - . 7 .

narrative of Genesis 22 ie a prophetic tract against human sacrifice. 
Whether Abraham was a mythological figure or not, he certainly had no

♦ "Soren Kierkegaard*, Theodor Haecker pp. 15-16
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•« Its

They are

of the ethical S.K. writes:

"Ethics is as such the universal, and as the universal it is valid 
for all, which may be expressed in another way by saying that it is 
valid at every moment, "fl

ing individual,**

The claim of the ethical.

ends of conduct which influence individual or social life, but with
' - " ' /- - * 

the intensity of the choice, the quality of the intention of the ex-
isting individual who must choose, tit is the ethical clarification

of the choice in the mind of the individual which gives a decision 

its ethical significance. Without purity and intensity of intent

even the most astonishing of achievements remains ethically dubious.***

Not only is it the intensity of the choice that matters ethically.

* "Fear and Trembling", p. ?$.
#* "Concluding Unscientific Postscript", p. 119.

md, p. 120.
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even a wrong choice would soon be rectified if only it were made with 

sufficient passion, there is a very clear statement of this extreme 

ethical formalism in the fiither/Or:

"I should like to say that in making a choice it is not so much a 
question of choosing the right as of the energy, the earnestness, 
the pathos with which one chooses. Thereby the personality announces 
its inner infinity, thereby, in turn, the personality is consolidated. 
Therefore, even if a man were to choose the wrong, he will neverthe- . 
less discover, precisely by reason of the energy with which he chose, 
that he has chosen the wrong......As soon as one ean get a man to
stand at the crossways in such a position that there is no recourse 
but to choose, he will choose the right*"*

One could not hope to find a more clear statement of formalism 

in ethical theory than that contained in the foregoing declaration* 

Khen this formalism is combined with universalism in ethics it becomes 

understandable that, starting from S.K.'s premises, a teleological 

suspension of the ethical is necessary. When the will of God from 

without impinges on the will ®f the existing individual from within, 

one or the other will must be nullified* It is inevitably the 

human will, rooted in the universal ethical, which is set aside at 

God*s demand. I do not believe a criticism of this viewpoint which 

accepts the basic Kierkegaardian assumptions as to the nature of the 

ethical would prove fruitful.

Still, the reader who does not share these assumptions cannot 

suppress the questions which come to mind. When men must choose, do 

they necessarily choose the right? If they choose what is wrong 

(in itself a contradiction in Kierkegaardian terms since merely to

from "Sither/Or", cited by Robert Bretall in a "Kierkegaard 
Anthology", p. 106.
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choose is supposed to result in choosing what is right), will they 

discover precisely by reason of the energy of their choice that they 

have chosen what is wrong? Will they not rather tend to persevere 

in the error of their choice just because they have chosen with great

energy, earneetness, and pathoat
. Thasa q«.«Uon. aouid remain unana.arabl. rare it.not for the

fortunate circumstance that the main stream of western ethical think

ing has been, not formal, but teleological. In not sharing Kierkegaard»s
.. .  ̂ _ - ' -

teleologically suspended as well as on the entire separation of 

religious faith from ethical works which the Kierkengaardian position 

implies, even posits* , •

of the effects which it

ita impioaontation would tend to adwanco human welfarei nrong whan it 
would tend in the opposite direction. The main schools of thought 

within the framework of teleological ethics differ as to what coneti-.. .. - - . - - : v-, t" -, - * v '

sought as the criterion of conduct and the basis of moral action. 

Such a theory tends away from the subjectivism of Kiericegaard since
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''  ̂ c;'- t"' L 'w ?»
in the reels of social relationships. *

From a teleological approach to ethics the most imperative need 

of morality is to fimi the ends which are worthy of loyalty.

“If ethics were to surrender this task it would lose its vitality 

be actively devoted to the good."**

Criticism of the formal ethical position thus centers around its
:.\ - _ -1 - -L. -#ab: C . .. . . - :' i-. %

inadequacy. The good will is a necessary part of ethical condttot.

It cannot, however, be effectively employed unless goals are se- 

looted and sought in keeping with some teleological principle.
'v > - - i- . ' ' ■ - - ' ■%' . "

Consider the teleological character of the virtues. *hat is virtuous 
serves human well being, indeed, a virtue is frequently so 
because it tends to advance the cause of human welfare. Let us

' y . ' / ^
assume that conditions in society become such that the practice of 

a conventional virtue ceases to be in the interest of man*s well

being. %ere are social thinkers who assume this to be the case with
• . . . . . • ; ^ . . . . ■

benevolence. Society may be conceived of aa having reached a point

where benevolence, in the form of contributions to charitable agencies,
.c*; ^ :

makes low standards of human existence just tolerable enough to pre

vent the generation of social fervor necessary to fundamwotal social 

reorganization which would lead to mich higher standards of human

ft".
Tl» classical statement of formalism in ethic* was made by 
Immanuel Kant, who wrote* Nothing can possibly be conceived 
in the world, or even out of it, which can be called good with

er the Metaphysic of Morale", translated by Abbott, p. 9. The , 
macy of toe will over against the intellect, as dictating the ends to 
be sought by the will, was the ethical viewpoint of Duns Scotus and 
his disciples in contrast to that of the thoaists.
•* "Moral Values", Walter G. Everett, p. 46, note.



welfare. In this case the virtue of benevolence ceases to be a vlr-

of the individual who wills to practice benevolence, he will not wise

ly assess the changing needs of human welfare unless his whole mind, 

not just the will, is applied to the ethical task of discovering ends 

which are truly virtuous. How much the less will the individual who

his unfortunate choice by the strength of that very inner passion by 

which he chose evil in the first instance. Whether to test changing 

standards of morality or to choose well within a traditional pattern

of values, the individual requires a criterion of ends to be sought 

before he can utilize effectively his power of moral decision.

Moreover, the conventional distinction between formal and tel

eological ethics as stressing, mspsetively, Inner and outer values 

breaks down if the goal of an

of ultimate inner value. It is therefore of interest to attempt a

brief resume of the ends emphasized by the chief schools of teleo-

Greek hedonism, in its earlier stages, evolved an ethical theo-

couneeUed a reflective and refined pleasure, defined negatively, as 

the proper goal of human life. However much they differed in the
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: - " : .r %  - '' - v " '..-"J; .. ' ' ; '
kind of pleasure to be sought, the Greek hedonists all followed a

their ethical aims from personal pleasure to universal happiness.
r 'V ' . r./ V-' ' A.- .

The greatest good for the greatest number bsoasa the criterion by

which ethical decision was judged. The utilitarianism of Jereny
. ' ' " - - ■ ■ ■ ■' ■ ■ ■ - ■  , • ■ . -

Bentham was based an the seven famous factors* intensity, duration,
' . ' • .... - . . 1 . . ■ : , ■ ' ■ li

certainty, propinquity, fecundity, purity, and extent. It was

John Stuart Mill who introduced a new note in utilitarian ethics by 

emphasizing the quality of pleasure or happiness in distinction to 

mere quantity,

"Mow, it is an unquestionable fact, that those who are equally ac
quainted with and equally capable of appreciating and enjoying both 
do give a most marked preference to the manner of existence which

In basing his evaluation of happiness on the quality of ex

perience Mill approached the border line of a third aspect of

teleological ethical thought* the theory of perfectitmism. The
. ' - . - ... - -I- " ' .r:; -. r.

proponents of this school hold that the end of ethical conduct is

the perfection of man's character a #  human being. For Antisthenes

* "Utilitarianism" John Stuart Mill vol. 3, p. 310,
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Aristotle make up a perfectiwiist goal for ethics in which the proper 

functioning of the soul of man in both its higher and lower divisions 

is the criterion of moral decision.* ** The Stoics taught that wise 

men would be guided by reason to find tranquility, courage, and calm 

before the buffetings of fate. Spinoza likewise posited reason as 

the means of reaching that intellectual love of God which he held as 

the highest goal of human perfection.*** For Hegel the ends of 

ethical conduct were to be found in the acceptance of obligations 

demanded by the family, society, the state, and humanity as a whole.

Widely though they may differ on the precise aims to be sought,
. , * A Ak  # * * , » * ' m " " » " m # #

rectitude of a will intent 

on the
choosing the good, all teleo-

frosa the ethics of Judaism. Through the person of Jesus, most sf

“Symposium”, Plato, pp. 210-212.

"Nicomachean Ethics”, translated by G. Welldon, Bk. I,
ch. 6, p. 15.

**thies", translated by ELwes, Ft. IV, Prop. XLV, note.#e*



well as the evolving oral tradition then extant in Israel and destined 

to be published in the Talmud, as well as through other points of con

tact, Christian ethics has been partially shaped by Jewish ethical 

thought. Religious ethical theories are teleological. In this area 

the goal to be valued above all else is not pleasure, nor happiness, 

nor even perfection in a merely human sense. The goal of ethics in 

religion is obedience to the revealed will of God. It is the effort 

to imitate God so far as human faculties and character permit. "Te 

shall be holy; for I the Lord your God am holy?* In the aspects of 

the divine nature nhlch have been revealed to men the religious man 

finds the values which are the ends of ethical decision. To be holy 

as God Is holy implies the effort to understand and practice the 

virtues revealed to men. I shall attempt in the next chapter to 

indicate the nature of ethical religion as developed in Judaism.

From the standpoint of an ethic rooted in faith in God a teleological 

suspension of the ethical becomes impossible. This is true not only 

because in teleological ethics the ethical contains its own tales 

within itself, but also because in the case of a teleological ethics 

based on the revelation of God*s will, the very spiritual source of 

the ethical values to be chosen ie the same source which would then

QQHIcuiG wsswwlr Ww ISO* ® R4K&® cIOGCb w J w 3#*#® O*

almost Kieritegaardian stringency. Either there is no relation be

tween religious faith and ethical works or there can be no teleological

* Leviticus 19:2



suspension of the ethical. If there is such a relation, as maintained 

hy an ethical religious tradition like Judaism, then any suspension 

of the ethical would involve God in less than human self contradiction.

i vne . .

ethical is abhorent to its spirit, it may be of interest to observe 

how the rabbinic commentators on the biblical text dealt with the story 

of Abraham and Isaac. It should be stated at the outset that the

v

of faith whose naive

methods of thought, based on the authority of the biblical text as 

interpreted by their own process of logic, often led to conclusions.

generally as midrash, interpretation, of scientific, legal, hoailetical.

a detailed ethical and religious guide for everyday living, the result 

of this casuistry is Judaism as w# know it today. It was only in the 

late rabbinic period that men of genuinely philosophic mind and train

ing went back over this material to abstract its general principles 

and to seek to harmonize it with science and philosophy, largely 

Aristotelian, as they knew these disciplines.



have occurred to the early teachers of the
< \x" -- ̂ " .' ' ' . .. . ' .

It would, then.

me commentators on the biblicalTalmud, the midrash, or the most famous

text to have dealt in an

with the implications of the story of Abraham and Isaac. Nevertheless, 

they were deeply troubled by this strange narrative. In tractate Aboth

** "Firke Aboth" ed. and trans. by E. Travers Harford, p. 129.

of the Babylonian Talnuid* we have an ancient list of ten things created

the eve of the sabbath, between the suns, "i.e. between the sixth

e



In commenting on this verse the rabiie of the Talmud* refer "neither 

came it into My mind* to Isaac, and assume God to says “1 never 

intended to have Isaac sacrificed. I merely wanted to try Abraham

raa
» Ap|

because of Satan*s accusation.*
. * .■ ■ • ...■

There are mapy references to 

literature.** In Midrash Tanhums to se<

AO, we have the following homily*
■ : , C . - : ; ■ / ■

“The Holy (toe praised be He, said to Akraham* 'Take now th* «dni.

him: 'Do not send forth thy hand to the lad. * Abraham said to him: 
•Didst thou not say to me that I should take ay son?' He said to 
him: 'But did I tell you to slay h W ' " * * *  .... ,

The same midrashic collection in a later passage to section Bdtukos:
- . ■; : . ■ . ... . . .  ■ ■ . . . .  ■ ■. ... . . : : ;

(In My Statutes) 5 interprets the words translated »• *«
; . . . . . ■ ,

there top a burnt offering* as "to bring him up but■v':

ga Isaac i
■ v ' ' '• V : T" ' ' : u  , m  b*

. . . . . .  . .

to prepare for an actual sacrifice. The issue was clarified later
• . '■ . . .  . ' . .... "■■■. ... : .

Bab. Tal. Toanit 4a.
- _  , . - .

Midrash is tern applied to collections of homiletical 
teaching composed over a 
the

"Complete Teaching", MBsher, Vol. 4, p. 773.

4 m .



but to bring him up out of love.

Building upon 1

son for a sacrifice.

S S - Y s y s ^ & K  M o ^ ^ i . : i h a t  18

Maiyr of the i ■ - ••

with a great deal of new - " * ' "

1 ;;

...■ ..

Bible text by Baahi (Rabbi Solomon ben Isaac, France 1040-1105).

ward.*# * **

# "Mnciplee of Faith and Knowledge”, Saadis bar Joseph, p. 60.

** See Rashits its on Genesis 22*2.



am a trial, but as an opportunity to show Abraham* a loyalty. As in 

the midraehic sources, ibn Sara assumes that Abraham did not under

stand. and went ahead with preparations for an actual sacrifice. 

Similarly, Machmonides (Spain, 1194-1270) states:

"All the trials In the Bible are for the 

is called a trial on

desired

1

"Abide ye here with the ass, and 1 and the lad will go yonder; and 
we will worship, and come back to you."**

The trial served no purpose for God, Malbim goes on to say, because 

He knew in advance its negative outcome. For Abraham, the occasion 

permitted his potential perfection of character to become actualized. 

For the people of his time it was an opportunity to understand the

• See Hachmonides

*» Genesis 22*5.

on Genesis 22:1.
'
- '



reason for God's choice of 

made with him. *

for the

narrative in Genesis, chapter 22. Although not systematic philoso-
.f \:r". _ : --- ..:4 r_ " "

, V '  ' ' ' ' - ' - V -  ' T -  - '  -v

r if ice of Isaac. They assume that Abraham was in error, that he
■-ri

acted in haste, that be did not
, - ' - '/ ' - jl. '' ' T-;-"- ...about in the effort to find some valid reason for permitting the 

patriareh to entertain, however briefly, the false conclusion that

he was 

even a hint 

relation to the

to sacrifice his son. I have ; v; .Tv.-

■ ■ ‘ •* V?:,.a
"V - ' - '

n »
i i ''

... <£;

c.: %
ethic is

; . „  '■■■■:

dealing with t

, I .lull.* forth in th.
. - ....

V /.A. - ' - .V
/ W v ' - / , r- - ,' " V
f :1:^V ' -:L W  V: . - \

I :

. ' ■ : .) r

is an
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I*  ** *-?

The Religious Problem of the Relation of Faith and Ethics

The relation of faith and ethics in any religion will depend 

upon the nature of the God concept taught and the manner of communi- 

cation deemed possible between God and man. In denying that an 

ethical covenant could be the basis for a relationship between the 

divine and the human, Kierkegaard gives expression to a deep seated
_ .... . ' ... ■ ' 4. ' f - .. .aspect of Christianity. He refuses to a<Mt the validity of sub

suming God under ethical categories.* That is why, when the indivi

dual comes into absolute relation with the absolute, the ethical is 

set aside, teleologically suspended. In aiding to this view 

Kierkegaard is giving codem expression to a theme emphasized by

Fault that the cross is a way of salvatiee by faith alone. 

“Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with God

for 
be

reconciled, we shall be saved by His life,****

Here is the vicarious atonement, the salvaticm by faith alone, the 

stumbling block intellectually, and the offense aesthetically, here

# “Repetition", Soren Kierke^ard, p. 126.

** Romans 5*11

Romans 5:8-10.*#*
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is the entire paradox of Christianity as a result of which Kierke
gaard erects the barrier between the religious and the ethical, and 

posits the teleological suspesnion of the latter. The more absurd 

this doctrine is, the more certain we become that it ie worthy of

belief. "The absurd is precisely by its objective repulsion the 
measure of the intensity of faith in Inwardness,.. ♦•For the absurd 
is the object of faith, and the only object that can be believed****

For Kierkegaard faith is the passion of inwardness potentiated 

to the highest degree. God is a subject and exists only for sub

jectivity in inwardness.** faith ie not a question of what one 

believes but the degree of inner passion with which one holds the

faith. "Faith is the objective uncertainty along with the repulsion 
of the absurd held fast in the passion of inwardness, which precise
ly is inwardness potentiated to the highest degree. *****

This faith is not a preliminary or temporary stage on the way to

something els. but is itself the highest aovearot of 1111..

Through denying the ethical basis of relationship between

and man, through limiting faith to a subjective, passionate seizure 

af the absurd, crisis theology necessarily channels all intercourse 

between God and man in the one downward direction. Bros as divine 

love immanent in man's soul, capable of aspiration after God, is

#

** Ibid, p. 210.
Ibid, p. 255.



supplanted by agape as divine love and judgment breaking through to 

man in transcendent revelation. Such revelation may be ethical, it 

may be unethical, it may be anti-ethical. Hence the necessity for . 

the teleological suspension of the ethical.* i b

Christian agape is spontaneous and uncaused. It is an out

pouring of God* s love without respect to human merit. Of course, 

agape is described in the old testament as well.** But it is in 

the now testament that the concept finds its full and most fre

quent statement.*** Agape is indifferent to human merit. It 

is creative and it opens the way for fellowship with God.****

Viewed in another way, the relationship betwe'en God and man 

m y  be channelled upwards in aspiration through eroe. Bros is 

not to be construed as sensual love but as

"the desire of the soul of man to attain salvation by detachment ' 
from earthly objects of desire, and by seeking after heavenly things."

• ■ . • ■ ' : • • ‘ : ;****#■

* For an interesting use of this idea in literature, com
pare the widely discussed novel of Franz Kafka, "The 
Castle*. Directives come to the village from the Castle. 

Sometimes they are in accord with human ethical understanding, some
times they are cast in the form of practical jokes, sometimes they 
violate all human canons of decency.

Deuteronomy 7:7-8.

of. John 3*16, I Corinthians

"Agape and Bros", Anders Mygren, vol, 1, pp. 52-56.

Ibid, p. 33.
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W e  is the usual channel of mystical religion, of philosophies which 

hold that man*8 personality he# dignity and worth, of what is called 

the social gospel, and, indeed, of any religious faith which teaches 

that man's God-created nature is such that he can do something through 

his own efforts towards the salvation of his soul.'*1
Observed from the standpoint of

i-!:
eroa or agape wa

. - " . ^
may discern two general types of religion: the first is marked by a

tendency towards nysticism,* justification by works, belief in the

value of human personality. Such religion finds sin in preoccupa-

tion with material desires, assi love to be awakened by beauty,' ' . /
end teaches the immortality of the soul. Agape religion, on the con-■ ' ■ ' ■ . ■ • . :
trary, emphasizes revelation, justification by faith, belief that 

human personality has no merit. It locates sin in a will turned from

tho resurrection of the dead.
God, assumes love to be 

save that which was lost, ___ ______
' " - - -r: ...* t
Although no complete distinction can be drawn between Christian- 

ity and Judaism, the two having interacted and influenced each other 

for centuries, Christian faith is largely concerned with the recap- 

tion of God's revelation as given once and for all time in the

* X here use 
experience 
which consists in that 

amnion with the divine. In a

of the religit 

of the spirit seeking 

are aystioal.



% well as in

means to bee
.gap.. In restating ttm be.is ot .hat U

2

• •' v

Bef,1̂ ,; -
tK», (God., tr.nso.nd.nc. .. shorn forth In .gap. and His lman.no.

age and land. At the same time Judaism has been subjected to and 
has absorbed comtleee influences from the outside world. It 

should not, therefore, be an occasion for surprise to learn that 

# # e  transcendence is emphasized in Judaism as well as Mis imman

ence, that Jewish religious thought is concerned with revelation as



well as aspiration.

The torah itself is conceived of as the direct revelation of 
" ■ ■ ■ . . .

Qod.e Indeed, the entire oral tradition based on the original law

is considered by the rabbis to have stemmed from the Sinaitic

revelation. Agape appears in the old testament as "the covenant of

the living God."** #or ia this covenant to be limited to law in any

sense. Per Hosea the covenant is one of betrothal, a new covenant,

based on love and fervent devotion, enduring forever, a covenant

issuing in peace and brotherhood.***
v':, ! ' • "-■ :
lation of a new covenant, one written in the heart of

.'Y . *
ing the inner, subjective character of

' ' ■ ' ■ ' % ' '

effect that all of God’s revelation is made out of M s 1 own motives, 

unrelated to human desirest v. ' . ..

Torah and precepts, 
the Lord, for M s

- . . . .  . . .  '' .

from a liberal religious viewpoint the revelation of

God is not thought of as being limited to the

*

•firke Aboth", edited by Merford, p. If. 

"Agape and Bros", Nygren, fal. 1, p. 163. 

Hosea 2 t16-22.

Jeremiah 31i>1-36.

"firke Aboth", Harford, p. 164#
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. ' - ' ' . " . . ~ ' ' '
ration of men it eoaaa into conflict with the basic ideas of both

. - ■ .. ■ • ■ . , ; _ . " . -
philosophy and religion. To the Qretice, the early Ctocistian emphasis 

was "The coaplete denial of the ideal of the wise man and the striving
' ' r, 'i : ' % . ' ' ' . ■ .
after perfection".* It seemed a proclamatim of ethical laxity and

' ■ - • ' - .

' ■ «' - - ' / - . : . - , -
"seemed to represent God as less just than human judges whose effort 
is to work objectivity and truth. ••* .

In modern times this conflict expresses itself through the re

ligious emphasis of Kierkegaard, which leads straight to the core of 

our problem: the separation of faith and works culminating in the

possible. : / ■ -

—- - -   .... ...  ; ■ - ̂ - — '

* "Agape and Bros", iygrsn, vol. 1, p. 161.

** Ibid.
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bears that nam, is not a principle but an ever constantly renewed 
dependence on the divine gift of grace, it follows that the new ethic 
can equally well be spoken of as a doing sway with every ethic. "*

He then goes on to say that Christian faith is not concerned, as in
the case of

^ 'f...

pmetice of coitus or morality. Both are beside the point. Man*#
• .

salvation does not depend on human works and we cannot even go so 

far as to say that moral performance is meritorious. The complete
; , v . , '' : • ' '

divorce between religious faith and the practice of ethical works is 

thus effect wl.
 ̂ - -. ' .

Bach subjective thinker may replenish the
/; ' - ' ' ' . - - " .. "

of his own adnd. Riere is no

- .

Dhllosonhies which seek to show forth an endurlmy rfilationshin hAtusan

cal works of the Church.

adtzvoh are significant. In its basic sense gitzyph means a com

mandment, sosething revealed by God as a positive or negative demand

• ieyhe Philosophy of Religion8, Emil Brunner, p. 94.
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hm:
. Qod«e

The ethical
a*"-.' *

%c%,=n’s-̂ isr-ssesH
s . “ * "  2 % % : :  • s . - s & i s . : t 2 i ,r L : ‘ 1; ‘ m . “
cess is uns

« *
1' /' L

on faith, but since
lore restricted

conclusion that man's on ethical

one's entire world view
God's revelation to man is in terms of ethic.

P. 428.
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demands of man is moral conduct. The whole sseep of four thousand

ye»« of rallgloug creatiTity In Israel Is Mrely , eerleo of rarla-

ticns on this one

of ethical religion nould re-To present an exhaustive: . '• :
quire the quotation and analysis of hundreds if not thousands of

sources from the literature of

examples* *1 have know him 
oand His children and his
the

alono. I shall cit* a f«w 

to the
they

Herein the way of the lord is to do Justice and righteousness. The 

prophrt Mi c h  .dd«l » r o y  and hualllty to jostle sa th. vail

crcy, sad to e l k  humbly .Itb thy

# e  biMlcal emphasis is well known^ 24 is the adherence to 

ethical momtheism for twenty centuries since the completion of the

In the Midrash Rabhah to Genesis, section 44, we read*
"The torah has 
human beings". ' ^

e

«* Mich 6.8.
<NH> "Against Apion", Josephus, II 23,
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God* a revelation and aoral
A. ^

Is sxpreMed ln th.ra »ord..

"Keep thy mouth from all sin, purify and sanctify thyself from all 
gailt and iniquity, then aball I be .ith thee eveiynhere. ■

It *ae the phUowpher Malmonidee (Hesee ben Maimm, Spain-

Egjrpt, 1135-120.) who pot the fundamental ideae of Judaism in ayatee-
atie form. The classic relation of faith and ethics is found in his
guide for,the In commenting on the theophony of Btodue,

chapter thirty-four, Malmwldee indicates that Ood'e oorics are slews 

good. To Hoses' request * "Shoe as thy gloryV the F ,” ,r la ne8»- 
tive: "Thou canst not see My face." The philosopher Interprets

this as meaning that man cannot know God* a essence. Bat to, Moses* 

other request, "Show me Thy way*, the answer is given: "I will make

all Mz goodness pass before thee." kaimonides concludes that God*a 

attributes are nothing but His actions; His actiohs are always in 

the interest of the good; His actions can be known.* Qaly negative 

attributes can be ascribed to God, following Malmonidee. Men, how

ever, can observe God*s actions, and from them deduce the positive 

character of the ethical revelation of God. The aim of human life

is the imitation of God in loving kindness, judgment, and righteous

ness. "In a similar manner we have shown that the object of the

of the above passage is therefore to declare, that the perfection, 
in which man can truly glory, is attained by him when he has ac

red —  as far as this is possible for man —  the knowledge of 
the knowledge of Bis providence, and of the manner in which 

it influences His creatures in their production and continued 
existence. Having acquired this knowledge he w i n  then be determined

"Guide for the Perplexed", Moses Malmonidee, p. 75#«
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always to seek loving-kindness, judgment, and righteousness, and thus 
to imitate the ways of God.* **

The teles of religions ethics is thus God himself. So teleological 

suspension of the ethical is possible because God, through the reve

lation of Bis goodness in creation. Is himself the source of the eth
ical demand.

The Same theme runs through modern expressions of the meaning of

Judaism as ethical religion. Both the term ethics and morality are

derived in Greek and Latin from custom or habit. The Hebrew Bible

ascribes the source of morality to God's will.

"The soul of the Jewish religion is its ethics. Its God is the 
IbuntaiB-head and Ideal of Morality.***

Deriving its sanction from God, the purpose of Jewish ethics is the 

sanctification of all personal and social life.

The value for religion of this close association of faith and 

ethics lies in the evaluative principle it yields for keeping the 

springs of religious inspiration clear. The value for ethics derives 

from the emotional warmth which morality gains when it is touched by 

religious passion. We accept with joy the obligation of loving ear 

fellow man as ourself when we recognise that ell men are created in 

God* a image and that it is His will that we love one another.***

* Ibid, p. 397.

** "Jewish Theology", Kaufman Kohler, p. 477.

*** "Judaism As A Way of Living", Samuel Cohon P. 137.
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"Morality based upon social pressure and enforced by the policeman's 
d u b  is better than no morality at all but it falls lamentably short 
of a morality growing out of the inner conscience, of the free and 
joyous spirit of faith and devotion to God. Man's morality must be 
founded neither upon compulsion nor upon promised rewards but upon 
whole-hearted love of truth, goodness, and righteousness as mani
festations of the Bely One.**

When religious faith and sthics are placed in entirely sep

arate categories religious consciousness lacks its prophetic con

tent, and ethics, bereft of the sanction of God's will and the 

emotional warmth which comes of religious faith, becomes merely a 

subdivision of philosophy. For purposes of analysis and theoretic

al discussion, ethics is, of course, a branch of philosophical 

study. To insure the praetic&l application of moral principles as 

a way of life requires a motivation more impel! Ing than philosophic

al discussion.

Moreover, the individual's view of the universe requires har

mony at the very point whore it would be shattered by a division 

between religion and ethics. God's revelation makes demands on the 

individual. The ethical also puts forth its claim but, following 

S.E., the two do not stem from a common source, may even be in 

opposition to each other. Belief from such spiritual schizophrenia 

is afforded through ethical religion which restores unity to the 

individual's world view. Through faith in God the religious man 

come to terms with the unfathomable character of the universe.

"Judaism As A Way of living*, Samuel Cohen,* P. 137.



through accepting the emancipating demand of God in the form of the

ethical way of life man comes to terms with himself as a child of

God. The man of ethical faith lives in this area bounded by the

secret of God's reality and the revelation of His ethical commandment.

"If, at first, came the searching query with its Whence, Whither, 
and Why, which took hold of man, there comes now the decisive answer 
with its Thou Shalt and Thou Canst. If religion showed in the be
ginning the way from God to man, it now shows the way from man to 
Sod. Secret and comasndsent become united; it is only both together 
which give the complete meaning to our lives. The unity of both 
is religion as Judaism possesses it.**

It is precisely this unity which the teleological suspension ef the 

ethical would destroy.

"The Essence of Judaism", p.121.



One aeries of problems raised by our discussion of the teleologic-
- ■ / . - - . ■ - -

ml suspension of the ethical centers about a formal theory of ethics.

As pointed out above, if the existing individual *bo chooses must 

inevitably choose what is right, then one cannot continue by asserting 

that even if he chooses what is wrong he will m r e  readily be able to 

rectify hie error because of the inner passion with which he chose 

what was wrong* If decision always leads to right choice then there 

can be no question of rectifying wrong choice.

Moreover, if one chooses what is wrong with great pathos and 

earnestness, the psychological expectation would seem to be that he 

would cling all the more stubbornly to his wrong choice. If thet . . .. . ' '' * . ' . _
goal of choice had meant more in the first instance than the manner 

of ehooeing, then it would eeera less difficult to surrender one's 

choice once it became clear that it would not lead in the desired 

direction.

the teleological suspension of the ethical Implies a formal 

ethics since the whole ethical sphere must be set aside: or at least 

dethroned at the demand of a tales outside it and superior to it;

The formalism which is left is inadequate to sustain ethical de~
■ ■■ : ' ' ... _ ■ -

claim; Knowing how to choose, the existing individual would appear
. - ' - ■ • . . . .  ' ■ ' ■ -  ; -  ̂ ■ . • '

to bo in need of a method of determining what is worthy of being



jeetivity is truth ean be maintained even in the realm of religion. 

If the existing individual is subject and God is also subject, how

object of the

■ ■

which come to mind, we may ask why it is, if God reveals His will t® 

men at all. Hie revelation should be given once and for all time.

tion?

sustained out of the
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as any in the past! ,V.'. , ■ " "

Another difficulty .ri.« fro. th, f „ t  that If to, ethical 
can be teleologically suspended by a religious demand, then religion 

loses its significant ethical content, and ethics is left without ,

the sanction of God's command or tbs warmth of motivation generated 

W  religious faith. Both religion and the ethical are the poorer 

hocus, of th, sharp liarkogaardUn di.Junctiw. Thar, la, heaver, 
a corresponding difficulty with the theory of ethical religion, with 

Ood M  th, .core, and and of athlcal practice, .hlch I have, sought 

to delineate in this study. The difficulty is that , following this 

theory we do presume to evaluate God's will by hmanly held ethical

standards. This difficulty is obviated if we accept by faith the 

basic assumptim that God*# revelation to man Is in the direction of 

a constantly higher standard of values. Such faith also illumines

groups. God remains the same but men strive, become, and grow in 

stature as they seek to understand and live out the isplicationa of 

God's revelation. The faith of ethical religion cannot be demonstrated 

by the syllogisms of systematic philosophy. It must be held in sub

jective passion, even as the anethical faith of S.I. was held in 

subjective passion. The difference will lie only in the results, for 

the man of ethical religion will be distinguishable, even in the 

Deer. Farit.

he come to one last difficulty raised by the teleological sus

pension of the ethical whereby the individual enters into absolute



relation with the sbeelefce

himself. "The daemonic has this in common with the divine* the 
Individual can enter into an absolute relation with either.**

is surrendered, the man of faith will have no way of distinguishing

God*e demand from that of the devil. **•" ----

fusion are not difficult to ‘ v"

It is the great 

Either/Or choice 

teleological

fact the world under the

%

I

c.

■ e-': : . ■

"Pear

'16 v-*:. ' '

\  ̂ ^ ^  - A'
':r.. #. 3' /.  ̂ ^

s. Kierkegaard, pp. 144-145.



teleological suspension of the ethical in the light of Jewish and 

other sources. After attempting to define the doctrine and showing 

it to be of fundamental import in the general position of Kierke

gaard, we indicated the historical incoogruitj of basing this theory 

on the life of Abraham, whether he be considered as historical 

character or mythological figure. Se sought to show that the story 

of Abraham and Isaac was written to illustrate a basically different 

truth in keeping with the evolution of religious thought in ancient 

Israel.

Following the historical survey, we turned to the dialectics 

of the ethical position of Kierkegaard as set forth in Fear and 

Trembling and other works. ?ie discussed the ethical problem of 

formalism versus teleology.

Approaching the same question from the standpoint of religion, 

we then attempted to interpret the religious problem of the rela

tion of faith and works as the possible criteria of salvation. In 

this connection, we made use of some of the fundamental sources of 

Judaism, an ethical monotheism in which the practice of ethical 

conduct takes precedence over creedal elements.

In attempting a more precise statement of some of the problems 

raised by this inquiry we then discussed: the results of formalism
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versus teleology in ethical theory, the relation of God and man if 

both are conceived of as subjects only, the question of the relative 

merit of a theory of revelation in the past demanding contemporane

ousness versus the liberal concept of progressive revelation, the 

effect upon both religion and ethics of the theory of the teleological 

suspension of the ethical, and the problem, on the basis of Kierke

gaard 1 s doctrine, of how to distinguish between the divine and the 

daemonic.
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Appendix

The Text of Genesis 22:1-19 as Rendered in the Jewish Publica

tion Society of America Translation of the Hebrew Bible.

And it came to pass after these things, that God did prove Abraham, 

and said onto him: •Abraham*; and he said: ’Here am I.* And Ho

aaM: ‘Take now thy son, thine only son, whom thou lovest, even
Isaac, and get thee into the land of Bbriah; and offer him there 

for a burnt-offering upon one of the mountains which 1 will tell 

thee of.1 And Abraham rose early in the morning, and saddled his 

ass, and took two of hie young men with him, end Isaac his son; and 

he cleaved the wood for the burnt-offering, and rose up, and went 

unto the piece of which God had told him. On the third day Abra

ham lifted up hi# eyes, and saw the place afar off. And Abraham 

said unto his young men: * Abide ye here with the ass, and I and

the lad will go yonder; and we will worship, and come back to you. * 

And Abraham took the wood of the burnt-offering, and laid it upon 

Isaac him son; and he took in hi# hand the fire and the knife; and 

they went both of them together. And Isaac spoke unto Abraham 

his father, and said: ‘My father.* And he said: *Here am I, cy

son*. And he Bald: 'Behold the fire and the wood; but where is

the lamb for a burnt-offering? * And Abraham said: *God will

provide Himself the lamb for a burnt-offering, icy son.* So they

180867
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went both of them together. And they came to the place which God had 

told him of; and Abraham built the altar there, and laid the wood in 

order, and bound Isaac his son, and laid him on the altar, upon the 

wood. And Abraham stretched forth his hand, and took the knife to 

slay his son. And the angel of the lord called unto him out of 

heaven, and Midi * Abraham, Abraham.1 And he ealdi *Here am I.’

And he said: ’Lay not thy hand upon the lad, neither do thou any

thing unto him; for now 1 know that thou art a God-fearing man, 

seeing thou hast not witheld thy son, thine only son, from Me.« And 

Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked, and behold behind him a ram 

caught in the thicket by his horns. And Abraham went and took the 

ram, and offered him up for a burnt-offering in the stead of his son. 

And Abrsha® called the name of that place Adonai-jireh; as it is 

said to this day: *Im the mount where the Lord is seen.* And the 

angel of the Lord called unto Abraham a second time out of heaven, 

and said: ’By Myself have I sworn, saitb the Lord, because thou

hast done this thing, and hast not witheld thy son, thine only son, 

that in blessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I will multi

ply thy seed as the stars of ths heaven, and as the sand which is 

upon the see-shore; and thf seed shall possess the gate of his 

enemies; and in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed; 

because thou hast hearkened to My voice.1 So Abraham returned unto 

hie young men, and they rose up and went together to Beer-Sheba; and 

Abraham dwelt at Beer-Sheba.
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